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How do the weak vanquish the powerful?America has been crippled by a false flag, cyber attack
event and martial law has been implemented across the nation. A President, desperate to hold onto
power, works in conjunction with the United Nations and uses the collapse event as a way to
abolish the constitutional rights of Americans.From author Bobby Akart, The Mechanics continues
The Boston Brahmin series into a post-apocalyptic world to show how the government uses a crisis
to take away the freedoms of its citizens, and how Americans fight back to restore their Republic.It
will take a committed group of patriots armed with strong survival skills and a desire for freedom to
save the nation from tyranny. The Mechanics are the insurgent arm of The Loyal Nine and are well
equipped to take on a stronger enemy in this post apocalyptic world.
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Wow, this book is full of twists and a whopper of an ending. It's great - lots more action, angst, (Im
questioning some characters thoughts and actions), and some 2nd guessing. Bobby scripted the
scenes perfectly and kept me very engaged in the military maneuvers and fighting. Sarge's
speeches were enlightening and I wanted to cheer with him. The question was asked, " How far is

too far? Is there a limit to how far one may go to achieve their goals?" We see both sides of this
question as Sarge and his group are fighting for the America we want back vs O'Brien, the gangs
and the UN mercenaries fighting for what they can take. It's a home run winner for Bobby Akart.
Absolutely loved it.

Just finished The Mechanics!! WOW what a cliff hanger!!!! I have read all of Bobby's books and love
every one! The Boston Brahmans series is absolutely a window into our future!!!! A must read for
anyone who wants a free USA!!!! Can't wait for Choose Freedom, the 6th book in the series. I wil
pre-order it the minute it comes up!!!

How do I begin. What a series this is! Sarge is named head of the Boston Brahmin by John Morgan,
who, unfortunately, suffers a stroke. Steven is in charge of the Mechanics, the military extension of
the Boston Brahmin. Katie, well lets just say she is not thrilled with the choice. And then there's
O'Brien, who is illegally appointed governor of Massachusetts by a tyrannical president, who wants
nothing short of total control. He wants to be dictator, and will do everything in his power to achieve
his goal. Then to add to the mix of everything that the president has been illegally doing, puts UN
forces in charge of enforcing law and order.What a way to bring about a group of people, The
Mechanics, who will stop at nothing to have their freedom back. The Boston Brahmin would like to
restore freedom by diplomacy, but the way things are going, it seems less and less likely that will
happen.. And then the president does something that is totally unacceptable to the people, and he
sets off the powder keg that was simmering just below the surface of the populationThe non stop
action is incredible. The personal stories are deeply woven and you find yourselves right in the thick
of things. And it is so close to what is happening in the world today that you should definitely put this
series on your to do list today.

Sarge is in charge. Henry Sargent has been named the new head of the Boston Brahmin by J.P.
Morgan who recently suffered a stroke. The president has brought in UN peace keeping forces due
to the uprisings against the Citizen Corps. New conflicts arise both nationally and
personally.Akartâ€™s fifth novel in The Boston Brahmin series, The Mechanics: A Post-Apocalyptic
Fiction Series, is every bit as action packed as the first four. And, what a heart-stopping ending! Oh,
my! This may very well be the best book of the group.This book, as well as the others, is a must
read for anyone who wants a glimpse of what could very well be our immediate future. While Akart
is not a prognosticator, his novels are eerily realistic in todayâ€™s political climate.5 out of 5 stars.I

received this book for free from the author for review consideration. This in no way affected my
opinion of the book, or the content of my review.

This series is really great! So much action is constantly going on, and interwoven with that are
nuggets of real history that teach/remind us what went into making this great country of ours. This
book, to me, had more personal involvement between the characters as conflicts arose that had no
pre-determined resolution. There was emotional struggle that was very realistic in the unfolding
drama central to the series, and Bobby handled it masterfully. I am very much looking forward to the
next and final book in the series.

As the Boston Brahmin strive to unite other sections of the USA, Choose Freedom becomes there
cry. The battle in Boston between the Governor and the Brahmin is about begin. Stay in your seats
and soon the next chapter "Choose Freedom" will be available.

First of all, I appreciated the author's re-cap of the previous books in this series. That really served
as a good 'memory jog' before I started reading this one. Characters became familiar once again as
did some of the intense action.Sarge was passed the baton for assuming the leadership role of the
Boston Brahmin at the conclusion of the last one.. This one picks up with action and development
from that point forward. Many decisions are made as to which next steps should be taken. The
United Nations Commander has arrived and a meeting is held with James O'Brien, Governor of the
Citizen Corps Region in the Boston area. Steven, Sarge's brother, takes an active role in the
leadership of the Mechanics. Hope and renewal are part of a weekly message to the American
people delivered by Sarge.For me, reading the historical aspects in this series is like walking the
Freedom Trail in Boston. The author intersperses these facts throughout his novel and the reader is
drawn into that portion of the story. There is also some humor that breaks up some tense moments.
I will admit to having a LOL moment (and I paraphrase here) when one of the main characters was
explaining how he ripped him a new one. Haven't heard that for many years so it did elicit a chuckle
or two from me. The ending gets the reader in the mood for 'Choose Liberty' and one is able to feel
a war coming soon.Plot flows smoothly, characters are well defined and action abounds. Doesn't
get any better than that for me.Most highly recommended.Please note that I obtained this book
through the Kindle Unlimited Program.
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